
Whole Class Feedback 

SPAG:  
if  you made any of  these mistakes, please correct 

them. 
• Please be aware of how long your sentences are, 

if they are 3 lines or longer, it should be broken 
up into 2 sentences. 

• “Allies”, not “ally’s” 
• Each event needed to be in a separate paragraph 
• The conclusion must be a separate paragraph 
• The “US” (United Sates), not ”us” 
• “definitely”, not “defiantly” 

What Went Well: 
• All had chosen one event and were able to 

explain what the event was. 
• Some included statistics. 
• Some included two events, debated them, and 

came to a judgement in their conclusion – 
amazing! 

• Some referred to sources in their answers. 
• Some discussed the events’ significance at the 

time, and over time. 
• Some gave more than one reason why the 

event was the biggest turning point of WWII. 

Even Better If: 
• Some needed to focus more on explaining why 

it was a TURNING POINT, not just why it was 
important. 

• Some answers were too descriptive – don’t just 
tell the story of the event, give a brief over view 
of what happened and then EXPLAIN why it was 
a turning point. 

• Conclusion needs to summarise the whole 
argument, and explain why one event was the 
biggest turning point, and why the other was 
not 

Misconceptions: 
• Instead of a short term and long term 

consequence of the event, you needed to talk 
about its significance AT the time and OVER 
time. (i.e. why is still significant to us today? 
For example, there is a monument to the 
Battle of Britain near the London Eye in 
London. What does that suggest? 
 

• While the Blitz and the Battle of Britain are 
linked very closely together, as the Blitz 
followed on from the Battle of Britain, they do 
need to be treated as separate events 

The Blitz was a great turning point in WWII as at this point, 

Nazi Germany was successfully invading countries one 

after the other, but this was not the case after The Battle of 

Britain. The Blitz was Hitler’s attempt at invading and 

destroying parts of Britain after a failed attempt during The 

Battle of Britain. The Blitz did create a massive impact on 

Britain, especially London, where a lot of the war effort 

was taking place. It destroyed many buildings, including 

factories where weaponry was being produced for the 

allies, and also took 40,000 lives leaving positions of 

essential jobs empty and left 2,000,000 people homeless, 

60% of whom were in London. However, while this was the 

case, Hitler’s attempt at lowering morale within England 

did not work, and people still carried on as usual. This led 

to The Blitz ending after 8 months in May 1941 with an 

outcome Nazi Germany weren’t expecting.  While Britain 

had to rebuild many buildings, The Blitz actually reduced 

pressure on the RAF and had costed Germany a large 

amount of money and aircrafts. The Blitz showed the Axis 

that the Allies had a strong front and showed that even air 

raids wouldn’t affect the way Britain fought the war. 

 

Both of these events were two great turning points in the 

war. The Blitz showing that Germany’s tactics didn’t 

always work and The Attack on Pearl Harbour leading to 

America joining the war, helping defeat the Axis. Out of 

both of these though, I would say The Attack on Pearl 

Harbour was the biggest turning point. This is as without 

the attack, the US may never had joined the war, possibly 

meaning the Allies may have lost, leading to a probably 

different world today.  


